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Abstract In this paper we have researched higher dimensional flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) cosmological model solutions for string cloud and domain walls coupled with quark and
strange quark matters in Lyra and Riemann geometries. We have obtained that string tension
density is zero in Lyra and Riemann geometries. Also, the displacement field vector behaves like a
cosmological constant in our models. In addition to these, some physical and kinematical quantities
have been generalized and discussed in Lyra and Riemann geometries. Also our results are consistent
with the results of Yılmaz, Back et al. and Adcox et al. in four dimensions.
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1 Introduction

Type Ia Supernova observations demonstrated that our universe is accelerating [1], [2]. Physicists have
proposed two probabilities to explain acceleration of the universe. One of the probability is phantom,
k-essence, quintessence etc.[3] and the other is modified gravity theories[4]. Modified gravity theories
have been studied for a long time by many researchers. These theories have been described as scalar field
theory, scalar-tensor theory, vector-tensor theory and bimetric theory [5], [6]. Also, some of these theories
are called Weyl theory[7], f(R) theory[8], Brans-Dicke theory[9], Yılmaz theory[10] and Lyra theory[11] [4].
According to Halford[12], in Lyra geometry, the constant displacement vector φ playing a role like constant
cosmological constant Λ in general relativity[13],[14]. In recent years most researchers have investigated
Lyra geometry using different universe models with different energy-momentum tensors in four and five
dimensions. For example, Singh investigated massive string with magnetic field in Lyra geometry for
Bianchi V universe[15]. Mahanta and Mukherjee have studied some string models in Lyra manifold [16].
Aygün et al. have investigated non-existence of massive scalar field for the Marder universe in Lyra and
Riemannian geometries[14]. The solutions of Einstein field equations in higher dimensions are important.
Because we know that early phase of the universe is smaller than later phase [17]. Rahaman and Mandal
have studied higher dimensional domain walls in Lyra geometry [18]. Yılmaz has obtained string cloud
and domain walls with quark matter in 5-D Kaluza-Klein cosmological model [19]. Singh et.al. have
examined effect of bulk viscous and G for five dimensional universe model in Lyra geometry [20]. Samanta
and Debata have studied Bianchi I universe with strings in framework Lyra geometry [21]. Massive string
cosmology has been investigated by Rahaman et al. in Lyra geometry for 5-D space-time model[22].
Rahaman et al. have obtained exact results for FRW metric in higher dimension Lyra geometry[23]. Katore
et al.[24] have researched Bianchi I universe with mesonic stiff fluid models in Lyra’s manifold. Yadav[25]
studied inhomogeneous plane-symmetric models of perfect fluid in Lyra manifold with electro-magnetic
field. Pradhan and Ram have researched plane symmetric magnetized inhomogeneous cosmological models
in Lyra manifold[26]. Pradhan using Λ term has investigated cylindrically symmetric universe with
magnetized bulk viscous strings[27]. Also, who researched cylindrically symmetric viscous fluid universe
in Lyra geometry[28]. Using constant deceleration parameter, Bianchi I string cosmological models in
Lyra geometry have been studied by Pradhan and Singh[29]. However Agarwal et al.[30] have investigated
massive strings in Lyra manifold for Bianchi type II universe. Bianchi type III cosmological model with
strings has been researched by Pradhan et al. in Lyra geometry[31].
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As mentioned above, various authors have investigated Lyra geometry using different matter forms
and metrics in four and five dimensions. In this study, we have attached quark and strange quark matters
to the string cloud and domain walls in Lyra geometry. This is reasonable because, approximately
when the cosmic temperature was T∼ 200 MeV, it could have been such a phase transition. Quark
Gluon Plasma(QGP)→ hadron gas (called quark-hadron phase transition). [32],[33] [34]. In this topic,
Bodmer[35], Witten[36] and Itoh[37] have declared two scenario for genesis of strange quark matter. First
the quark-hadron phase transition in the early universe, the second conversion of neutron stars into SQM
at ultrahigh densities[32],[33]-[38]. Generally, quark matter is formed with an equation of state (EoS)
based on the factual bag model of quark matter. In the primitive version of the bag model, we suppose
that the quarks are non interacting and massless[33]-[38]. In this case we have quark pressure

pq = ρq

3 (1)

where ρq is the quark energy density. The total energy density is

ρ = ρq +Bc (2)

Also the total pressure is
p = pq −Bc (3)

and the equation of state for strange quark matter is given by

pm = 1
3(pm − 4Bc) (4)

where Bc is the bag constant [32],[33]. Because quark-gluon plasma is created as a perfect liquid in the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, we will take into account quark-gluon plasma in the form of perfect
fluid following equation of state

pm = (γ − 1)ρm (5)

where 1 ≤ γ � 2 is a constant [19], [39], [40]. Recently, the solutions with strange quark matter were
studied widely. Khadekar et al. have examined domain walls with strange quark matter for Kaluza-Klein
type FRW universe [41]. Adhav et al. have studied Bianchi type III universe model with strange quark
matter attached to cosmic string in GR[42]. Also, the study Bianchi III universe with strange quark
matter attached to cosmic string have been studied by Mahanta et.al. in Self Creation cosmology[43].
Katore and Shaikh have researched strange quark matter attached to cosmic string for axially symmetric
space-time in GR[44]. Yılmaz and Aktas. have studied spherical symmetric space-time with strange quark
matter attached to cosmic string in GR[45]. Solutions of N dimensional Kaluza-Klein universe with
strange quark matter attached to cosmic string and domain wall have been obtained by Adhav et.al. in
GR[33]. Pradhan et al. have investigated strange quark matter attached to cosmic string for spherical
symmetric space-time considering with conformal motions[38].

In this paper, we have investigated strange quark matter attached to string cloud with vacuum
solutions also domain walls with quark matter in higher dimensional flat FRW metric for Lyra and
Riemann geometries. The paper is organized as follows: Modified Einstein field equations and its solutions
with kinematical quantities for strange quark matter attached to string cloud in Lyra geometry are
presented in Section 2. Domain walls with quark matter and strange quark matters in Lyra Geometry are
presented in Section 3. The discussions of these models are given in Conclusion section.

2 Strange Quark Matter Attached to String Cloud Solutions in Lyra
Geometry

The equation of Lyra geometry may be written as follows [46]

Rik −
1
2gikR+ 3

2φiφk −
3
4gikφjφ

j = −Tik (6)
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where we have assumed 8πG = c = 1 also φ is the displacement vector and the other are components of
the Riemannian geometry [47], [48]. Also, in this study for (n+ 2) dimensional flat FRW metric, time-like
displacement field vector is defined by [49]

φi = (β(t), 0, 0, 0...0) (7)

Homogeneous, isotropic flat FRW universe is represented by;

ds2 = −dt2 +R(t)2[dr2 + r2dx2
n] (8)

and R(t) represents the scale factor also[50]

dx2
n = dθ2

1 + sin2θ1dθ
2
2 + ...+ sin2θ1sin

2θ2...sin
2θn−1dθ

2
n (9)

string cloud energy-momentum tensor is given by[51]

Tik = ρuiuk − ρsXiXk (10)

where ρ is the rest energy density for the cloud of strings with particles attached to them and ρs is the
string tension density and they are related by

ρ = ρp + ρs (11)

where ρp is the particle energy density. In this study we will take quarks instead of particles in the string
cloud. Henceforth using eq.(11), we obtain

ρ = ρq + ρs +Bc (12)

Using eqs. (10) and (12) we get new energy-momentum tensor for strange quark matter attached to string
cloud as follows [32]

Tik = (ρq + ρs +Bc)uiuk − ρsXiXk (13)

where ui is the velocity of the particles and Xi is the unit space like vector representing the direction of
strings also

uiu
i = −XiX

i = 1; uiXi = 0 (14)

Using eqs. (6),(8) and (13) we get field equations for (n+ 2) dimensional flat FRW metric as follows

n(n+ 1)
2 (R

2
t

R2 )− 3
4β

2 = ρq + ρs +Bc (15)

n(n− 1)
2 (R

2
t

R2 ) + n(Rt,t

R
) + 3

4β
2 = ρs (16)

n(n− 1)
2 (R

2
t

R2 ) + n(Rt,t

R
) + 3

4β
2 = 0 (17)

here and thereafter the t shows that differentiation with respect to cosmic time. In this paper we have
three field equations with four unknowns R, β2, ρs and ρq. Also, the kinematical quantities such as
velocity, cosmic expansion, Hubble parameter, spatial volume and deceleration parameter for (n + 2)
dimensional generalized flat FRW universe are respectively given by

ui = (−1, 0, 0...0) (18)

θ = (n+ 1)Rt

R
(19)
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H = Rt

R
(20)

V = R(n+1)rn(
n∏

i=2
sin(i−1)θn−i+1) (21)

q = −RRt,t

R2
t

(22)

To solve field equations firstly, using the eqs. (16) and (17) we get string tension density is zero as follows

ρs = 0 (23)

In this situation we have only two highly nonlinear field equations containing three unknowns, viz. R(t), ρq

and β2. In order to obtain exact solutions, we use the conservation equation of the left and right sides of
eq.(6), respectively;

(Rk
i −

1
2Rg

k
i );k + 3

2(φiφ
k);k −

3
4(gk

i φjφ
j);k = 3

2β(βt + (n+ 1)Rt

R
β) (24)

and
T k

i;k = 0; T k
i;k = ρq,t + (n+ 1)Rt

R
(ρq +Bc) = 0 (25)

From eqs. (24) and (25) we obtain below quantities for (n+ 2) dimensional FRW universe, respectively

β2 = c2
1

R(2n+2) (26)

R = c2

(ρq +Bc)
1

n+1
(27)

here c1 and c2 are the constants of integration. If we substitute these equations into the field eqs. (15)
and(17), we get quark energy density as follows

ρq = 1
( n+1

2n )(t− c3)2 − 3
4

c2
1

c
(2n+2)
2

−Bc (28)

here c3 is the constant of integration. From eqs (28) and (27), we find R(t) scale factor as follows

R = c2[(n+ 1
2n )(t− c3)2 − 3

4
c2

1
c2n+2

2
]

1
n+1 (29)

From eqs. (26) and (29), we get β2 function as follows

β2 = c2
1

c2n+2
2 ( n+1

2n (t− c3)2 − 3
4

c2
1

c2n+2
2

)2
(30)

Using eqs. (23) and (28) into the eq. (12), we get string energy density

ρ = 1
( n+1

2n )(t− c3)2 − 3
4

c2
1

c
(2n+2)
2

(31)

From eqs.(11), (23) and (31) we get particle energy density ρp = ρ − ρs, like string energy density as
follows

ρp = 1
( n+1

2n )(t− c3)2 − 3
4

c2
1

c
(2n+2)
2

(32)
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If we choose ρ = ρq + ρs +Bc = 0 in eq. (12), we obtain the vacuum solution for the (n+ 2) dimensional
generalized flat FRW universe in Lyra geometry and we find scale factor R(t) and β2 function as follows

Rvacuum = [(n+ 1)(c4t+ c5)]
1

n+1 (33)

β2
vacuum = 2n

3(n+ 1)
c2

1
(c4t+ c5)2 (34)

here c4 and c5 are arbitrary integration constants.

3 Domain Walls with Quark Matter in Lyra Geometry

The energy-momentum tensor of a domain wall in the classical form is given by

TD
ik = (ρ+ p)uiuk + pgik (35)

This perfect-fluid form of the domain wall includes quark matter.(described by ρm = ρq + Bc and
pm = pq −Bc) as well as domain wall tension σw; i.e. ρ = ρm + σw and p = pm − σw. Also pm and ρm

are related by the bag model equation of state, i.e. eq. (4) and equation of state, i.e. eq. (5), [19], [41].
Using the eqs. (6), (8) and (35) the field equations we get field equations for (n + 2) dimensional flat
FRW metric for domain walls with quark matter as follows

n(n+ 1)
2

R2
t

R2 −
3
4β

2 = ρ (36)

nRt,t

R
+ n(n− 1)

2
R2

t

R2 + 3
4β

2 = −p (37)

In this section there are two independent field equations with four unknowns R, ρ, p and β2. To solve
the system completely we need two approximations. One of these considerations is conservation equation
for this model;

3
2β(βt + (n+ 1)Rt

R
β) = 0 (38)

If we solve eq. (38), we find

β2 = k2
1

R2n+2 (39)

here k1 is an constant. The other consideration is varying deceleration parameter. Because deceleration
parameter (q) and its sign are so important parameter to determine the fate of the universe. Also q
indicates whether the model accelerates or not [52], [53] and given by

q = −RRt,t

R2
t

= m− 1 (40)

here m is a constant. If we solve eq.(40), we get two solutions as follows

R = s2e
s1t for m = 0 (41)

R = [m(k2t+ k3)]
1
m for m 6= 0 (42)

where s1, s2, k2 and k3 are constants. In this study we will investigate for m 6= 0 situation in higher
dimensional FRW universe. From eqs. (39) and (42) we find the displacement vector field as follows

β2 = k2
1

(m(k2t+ k3))
2n+2

m

(43)
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From eqs. (36), (42) and (43) we obtain domain wall density as follows

ρ = ρm + σw = n(n+ 1)k2
2

2m2(k2t+ k3)2 −
3k2

1

4(m(k2t+ k3)) 2n+2
m

(44)

From eqs. (37), (42) and (43) we get domain wall pressure as follows

p = pm − σw = nk2
2(2m− n− 1)

2m2(k2t+ k3)2 −
3k2

1

4(m(k2t+ k3)) 2n+2
m

(45)

3.1 Case (i) Domain Walls with Strange Quark Matter in Lyra Geometry

If we use eq. (4) in eqs. (44) and (45), i.e. strange quark matter coupled to the domain walls, we get

ρq = 3nk2
2

4m(k2t+ k3)2 −
9k2

1

8(m(k2t+ k3)) 2n+2
m

(46)

pq = nk2
2

4m(k2t+ k3)2 −
3k2

1

8(m(k2t+ k3)) 2n+2
m

(47)

σw = 3k2
1

8(m(k2t+ k3) 2n+2
m

− nk2
2(3m− 2n− 2)

4m2(k2t+ k3)2 −Bc (48)

3.2 Case (ii) Domain Walls with Quark Matter in Lyra Geometry

If we use eq. (5) in eqs. (44) and (45), i.e. quark matter coupled to the domain walls, we get

ρm = 1
2γ

(
2nk2

2
m(k2t+ k3)2 −

3k2
1

(m(k2t+ k3)) 2n+2
m

)
(49)

pm = γ − 1
2γ

(
2nk2

2
m(k2t+ k3)2 −

3k2
1

(m(k2t+ k3)) 2n+2
m

)
(50)

σω = 1
4γ

(
2nk2

2(γ(n+ 1)− 2m)
m2(k2t+ k3)2 + k2

1(6− 3γ)
(m(k2t+ k3)) 2n+2

m

)
(51)

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have obtained exact solutions of strange quark matter attached to string cloud and
domain walls in (n+ 2) dimensional flat FRW type cosmological model. From obtained solutions we have
following properties:

A) In this paper firstly we have obtained exact solutions for the generalized higher dimensional flat
FRW universe in the presence of strange quark matter attached to string cloud also vacuum situations in
Lyra and Riemann geometries. According to Letelier; [54] there are two fundamental subjects to study
string clouds. Firstly; for many interactions to construct good models, at a classical level the relativistic
strings can be used [55], [56]. Secondly, the universe can be symbolized as a gathering of extended objects
[54]. Also, cosmic strings have significant role and could give the information about evolution of the
early universe before particle creation [57]. Many researchers have studied cosmic strings in general
relativity and various alternative gravitation theories. Kiran and Reddy have researched Bianchi type III
bulk viscous strings in f(R, T ) gravity and they found that ρs = 0 also they said that "Bianchi type-III
bulk viscous string cosmological model does not survive in this theory" [58]. In Bimetric theory Reddy
investigated cosmic strings using Bianchi I metric and found ρs = 0 and discussed that "cosmic strings do
not occur in Bimetric theory of gravitation in Bianchi I metric". Also Krori et al. [59] studied Bianchi V
metric and found ρs = 0 in general relativity [60]. In Bimetric theory Sahoo and Mishra have studied
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domain walls and string cloud with quark matter[61] also strange quark matter attached to string cloud
[62]. They obtained that string density is zero (ρs = 0) in these studies. According to Sahoo and Mishra
"there is no contribution from strings for these models in bimetric theory" [61], [62]. However Mohanty et
al. investigated string cosmology in Lyra and Riemann geometries in five dimensions and they found that
"cosmic string models do not survive in both the theories" i.e. ρs = 0 [63].

Similar to other studies in this paper we have obtained string tension density is zero everywhere
(ρs = 0) also we could say that there is no contribution from strings for (n+ 2) dimensional flat FRW
universe with attached strange quark matter in Lyra and Riemann geometries. But we know that cosmic
strings play an important role in the formation of the galaxies[57]. Then it may be said that our model
does not help to define the early era of the universe therefore the matter contribution come from the
quark energy density in higher dimensional Lyra and Riemann geometries. From Eqs. (8) and (29), we
can rewrite the line element in the Lyra geometry following form

ds2 = −dt2 + (c2[(n+ 1
2n )(t− c3)2 − 3

4
c2

1
c2n+2

2
]

1
n+1 )2[dr2 + r2dx2

n] (52)

here dx2
n is also same to eq.(9). From the results of Eqs. (26) and (27), we see that c2 is an important

non-zero constant c2 6= 0 in Lyra and Riemann geometries. However, using eqs. (18)-(22) and (27), we
get the kinematical quantities such as velocity, cosmic expansion, Hubble parameter, spatial volume and
deceleration parameter for (n+ 2) dimensional generalized flat FRW universe in Lyra geometry as follows,

ui = (−1, 0, 0...0) (53)

θ = 2(t− c3)
(t− c3)2 − 3n

2n+2 ( c2
1

c2n+2
2

)
(54)

H = 1
n

t− c3
n+1
2n (t− c3)2 − 3c2

1
4c2n+2

2

(55)

V = cn+1
2 [n+ 1

2n (t− c3)2 − 3
4

c2
1

c2n+2
2

]rn(
n∏

i=2
(sin(θn−i+1))i−1) (56)

q = n− 1
2 + 3c2

1
2(t− c3)2c2n+2

2
(57)

At the initial stage of the universe, when t → 0, the scale factor R(t), quark pressure, particle energy
density, total pressure, displacement field β2 and the kinematical quantities are constants in Lyra geometry
and also Rvacuum, β2

vacuum are constants in vacuum model.
When t increases the scale factor and spatial volume increase but quark pressure, quark density,

Hubble parameter (H), expansion scalar (θ) and deceleration parameter (q) and displacement field vector
β2 decrease in Lyra geometry. These results agree with Halford’s study [12]. According to Halford [12]
the displacement vector field plays role of cosmological constant in Lyra geometry [29]. Also, recent
cosmological observations of SNe Ia show that the value of the cosmological constant is a positive value
≈ 10−123 [64], [65], [66],[29].

If we take c1 = 0 in Eq.(26), we get β2 = 0. Using this equality in Eqs.(28)-(32), we get the results of
higher dimensional generalized flat FRW universe with strange quark matter attached to string cloud in
Riemann geometry as follows

Scale factor
R = c2[(n+ 1

2n )(t− c3)2]
1

n+1 (58)

Quark energy density
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ρq = 2n
(n+ 1)

1
(t− c3)2 −Bc (59)

String tension density

ρs = 0 (60)

String energy density

ρ = 2n
(n+ 1)

1
(t− c3)2 (61)

String particle density (ρp = ρ− ρs)

ρp = 2n
(n+ 1)

1
(t− c3)2 (62)

From Eqs. (8) and (58), we can rewrite the line element in the Riemann geometry following form

ds2 = −dt2 + c2
2[n+ 1

2n (t− c3)2]
2

n+1 [dr2 + r2dx2
n] (63)

Substituting eq. (58) into the eqs. (19)-(22), we obtain the kinematical quantities such as velocity,
cosmic expansion, Hubble parameter, spatial volume and deceleration parameter for (n+ 2) dimensional
generalized flat FRW universe in Riemann geometry as follows,

ui = (−1, 0, 0...0) (64)

θ = 2
(t− c3) (65)

H = 2
(n+ 1)(t− c3) (66)

V = cn+1
2 [n+ 1

2n (t− c3)2]rn(
n∏

i=2
(sin(θn−i+1))i−1) (67)

q = n− 1
2 (68)

At the initial stage of the universe, when t→ 0, the scale factor R(t), quark pressure, particle energy
density, quark density, total pressure and the kinematical quantities are constants in Riemann geometry
and also Rvacuum is a constant in vacuum model. When t increases the scale factor and spatial volume
increase but quark pressure, quark density, total pressure, string particle density, Hubble parameter
(H), expansion scalar (θ) decrease. These results are consistent with the results of Yılmaz[19], Back et
al.[39], Adcox et al[40] at Brookhaven National Laboratory and deceleration parameter q is a constant
in Riemann geometry, this shows that our model decelerates in the standard way [47]. Also we obtain
strange quark matter attached string cloud in four-dimensional FRW solutions for n = 2 in Lyra and
Riemann geometries.

B) In this part we have obtained exact solutions for the generalized higher dimensional flat FRW
universe in the presence of domain wall includes quark matter. From Eqs. (8) and (42), we can rewrite
FRW line element for domain wall includes quark and strange quark matter in Lyra manifold

ds2 = −dt2 + [m(k2t+ k3)]
2
m [dr2 + r2dx2

n] (69)

At the initial stage of the universe, when t→ 0, the scale factor R(t), domain wall density ρ = ρm +σw

and pressure p = pm − σw, displacement field vector β2 are constants for domain wall solutions in Lyra
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geometry. Also ρq, pq and σw are constants for domain wall includes strange quark matter and ρm, pm

and σw are constants for domain wall includes quark matter in Lyra geometry. When t increases the
scale factor R(t) increases but domain wall density ρ = ρm + σw and pressure p = pm − σw, displacement
field vector β2 decrease. Also ρq, pq and σw decrease for domain wall that includes strange quark matter
and ρm, pm and σw increase for domain wall that includes quark matter in Lyra geometry. According
to Halford [12] the displacement vector field plays role of cosmological constant in Lyra geometry [29].
Also, recent cosmological observations of SNe Ia show that the value of the cosmological constant is a
positive value ≈ 10−123 [64], [65], [66],[29]. In this context, our results agree with Halford’s study [12] as
string cloud results. In these results k1 is an important constant. If we take k1 = 0 in eq.(43), we get
β2 = 0. Using this equality in eqs.(44)-(51) we get the density and pressure of the domain wall in higher
dimensional generalized flat FRW universe with domain wall in Riemann geometry as follows;

ρ = ρm + σw = n(n+ 1)k2
2

2m2(k2t+ k3)2 (70)

p = pm − σw = nk2
2(2m− n− 1)

2m2(k2t+ k3)2 (71)

The density and pressure of strange quark matter coupled to the domain walls with domain wall tension
in Riemann geometry are given by

ρq = 3nk2
2

4m(k2t+ k3)2 (72)

pq = nk2
2

4m(k2t+ k3)2 (73)

σw = nk2
2(2n+ 2− 3m)

4m2(k2t+ k3)2 −Bc (74)

The density and pressure of quark matter coupled to the domain walls with domain wall tension in
Riemann geometry are given by

ρm = 1
γ

(
nk2

2
m(k2t+ k3)2

)
(75)

pm = γ − 1
γ

(
nk2

2
m(k2t+ k3)2

)
(76)

σω = 1
2γ

(
nk2

2(γ(n+ 1)− 2m)
m2(k2t+ k3)2

)
(77)

In the case of quark matter coupled to domain walls (i.e. Case ii), if we take γ = 1 in eqs.(49)-(50)
and (75)-(76), we get domain wall solutions with dust quark matter. When γ = 4

3 we have domain wall
solutions with quark matter like radiation. When γ = 2 we have stiff quark matter solution in Lyra and
Riemann geometries. Also, for n = 2 we obtain domain wall and includes quark matter domain wall
solutions for four-dimensional flat FRW solutions in Lyra and Riemann geometries.
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